
Mobile Release 

Metrics to Monitor

The top-grossing mobile apps release updates about once every two weeks. Any mobile release is an opportunity to 
incrementally increase your app’s user experience with new features, performance enhancements, or fixes for bugs 
and crashes. App performance is strongly correlated with user satisfaction, making it crucial to monitor metrics and 
feedback post-release. As your team navigates the pressure to create a better user experience amid compressed 
timelines, which metrics should you choose to monitor or focus on improving?

Defined KPIs ensure that every step throughout the release will support your overall strategy and inform your team 
about the app’s performance. You can divide KPIs into three groups: team, app quality, and engagement KPIs.

Team KPIs: Measure your team and engineering efficiency by tracking metrics like on-time delivery, cycle duration, 
and tasks or story points completed per cycle. Code quality can be assessed with indicators like code coverage, 
cyclomatic complexity, and churn.

App quality KPIs: To monitor how a new release impacts performance and the user experience, track changes in app 
speed and stability such as your Apdex (Application Performance Index) score and key metrics such as wait times for 
app launches, UI responsiveness, and network calls.

App quality KPIs: To monitor how a new release impacts performance and the user experience, track changes in app 
speed and stability such as your Apdex (Application Performance Index) score and key metrics such as wait times for 
app launches, UI responsiveness, and network calls.

Engagement KPIs: To understand how your releases influence business goals, track user engagement and 
satisfaction metrics with each new version. New releases contribute heavily to your overall app store rating, which in 
turn influences future downloads and conversions.

Metrics for teams, engagement, and app performance
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We recommend using Apdex (Application Performance Index) as a metric for overall app quality. Apdex aggregates 
multiple performance metrics and events to quantify the user experience on a scale of 0 to 1, with 1 representing 
perfect performance. You can use Apdex to monitor overall app quality, or to score individual transactions or metrics 
such as UI hangs, crashes, network calls, app launches, and custom traces. Apdex provides a comprehensive, 
contextually informative measure of performance quality from the user perspective.

Prioritize app quality at every stage of the release management process, from development to deployment to 

post-release and beyond. By monitoring performance data following each release, your team can be even more 
prepared for the next cycle. Instabug Application Performance Monitoring (APM) captures real-time performance 
metrics on your dashboard, along with all the contextual data needed to identify issues and investigate fixes.

Use Apdex to measure the user experience

Monitor, measure, and make targeted performance improvements
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Let’s get started
Elevate your performance for iOS, Android, React Native, and Flutter mobile apps. Trying Instabug is easy—it takes less than a minute to 

integrate the SDK. You can also play in the sandbox or schedule a personalized demo session with our experts.

Start your free trial Explore the sandboxBook a demo
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